
End poultry farming!
To Animal Health Australia,

In response to the draft standards for poultry, I note that:

Humans can live happy and healthy lives without consuming the products of the poultry industry (or any other animal
industry).
No matter what farming "system" is used to raise chickens and other birds, whether caged, barn or "free range", they
all suffer and they all die in a slaughterhouse at a fraction of their natural lifespan.
All of the options under consideration in this review assume that the breeding, raising and killing of poultry will
continue indefinitely in Australia.

I propose that another option be included, one to phase out the farming of chickens and other birds. This proposal is
based on the science of animal sentience and nutritional science.

No regulation of animal farming can ensure the wellbeing of animals who do not want to die.

For all animals.

Total signatures: 940
Name Comment

1. Greg McFarlane

2.
Francesca
Mason

3. Emily Blyth

4.
Margaret
Stevens

5. Claire Martin
6. Mabelle Montina
7. Ansie Moller
8. Kim Riley
9. Chloe Mcgarry Love all life

10. Layra Jensen

It's 2018 we have no need to eat animals to survive!!!! Evolve Australia !!!! Animals
have feelings just like you and me , be compassionate and choose kinder choices. Let
the animals live and be happy just like what you wish for you and your family! Thank
you.

11. Amber Amber
12. Hannah Prime
13. Emma Lees
14. Janine Vinton
15. Claire Celia

16. Chandra A

Animal eating by the humans must stop. The elected government must act to reduce
animals for human consumption which poses great harm to human health, animal
abuse and environmental loss which eventually cost the taxpayer and future
generations in the long run. If the industry does not wake up, activists and common
people's actions will result in loss of jobs and industry will collapse, this is an
opportunity for them for a smooth transition and soft landing if they cooperate and
change.

17. Shane Hogan
18. Vijay Kumar M
19. Karen Bennett

20.
Aleisha
Simeonidis

21. Tyra Berryman
22. Jennifer Farmer
23. Greg Cogar
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24. B C
25. Karen Johnson
26. Joy Danielson
27. Kerrie Golias
28. Amanda Harrison
29. Emma Bennett
30. Craig McPherson
31. Albert Mah
32. Mich Schepers
33. Meg Davies

34. Margaret Burbury
Demand the end of chicken farming! Make a submission to the inquiry into the poultry
industry now. It's easy!

35. Paul Maguire
Add me to those who believe chook farming, and all other animal farming, should be
brought to an end.

36. Tijana Ivancevic
37. Nicolas Ivancevic
38. Paris Yves Read
39. Kristina O'Shea
40. Janine Clipstone Continued abuse and exploitation of animals is archaic and unnecessary
41. Nicholas Turner
42. Clate Cow Please have mercy on our beautiful chuckens
43. Kali Ivancevic
44. Jewls Wilson
45. Michelle Baxter This needs to stop.
46. Mark Warner
47. Vicky S Stop the holocaust to for all farmed animals around the world.
48. Kristi McConnell
49. Nivana Darsa
50. Craig Macdonald
51. Ariana Stefan
52. Angela Gilbert
53. Caroline D’Arcy
54. Maxi Frohloff All farming of animals is unjust and needs to end.
55. Emma Westrup

56.
Linda Dal
Castello

57. Joanne Madden

To Animal Health Australia, In response to the draft standards for poultry, I note that:
Humans can live happy and healthy lives without consuming the products of the poultry
industry (or any other animal industry). No matter what farming "system" is used to
raise chickens and other birds, whether caged, barn or "free range", they all suffer and
they all die under horrific circumstances in a slaughterhouse at a fraction of their natural
lifespan. All of the options under consideration in this review assume that the breeding,
raising and killing of poultry will continue indefinitely in Australia. This and all other
forms of animal agriculture are disastrous for not only the health of chickens, but also of
humans and the planet. I propose that another option be included, one to phase out the
farming of chickens and other birds. This proposal is based on the science of animal
sentience, environmental science and nutritional science. No regulation of animal
farming can ensure the wellbeing of animals who do not want to die. For all animals.

58.
Elizabeth
Hempel

To Animal Health Australia, Regarding the draft standards for poultry, I draw your
attention to the following: Humans do not require animal products to survive and/or
thrive. This is including but not limited to poultry meat and eggs. All farming systems
are unnecessarily cruel for chickens. De-beaking is one such inhumane practice which
occurs in both free range farms as well as caged farms. Often de-beaked animals
experience extreme difficulty eating and drinking, yet this barbaric and cruel practice is
deemed acceptable and often necessary within the Australian Poultry industry. Animals
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are known to experience pain and trauma in the same manner that we do. We, as
humans need to reexamine the way that we treat those who are unable to stand up for
themselves. This includes everyone from the elderly to those with disabilities and of
course helpless animals. Our empathy shouldn't end with whales, dogs or dolphins.
May there be love and compassion for all. Thank You.

59. Anne Sanders
Humans do not need to kill and eat chickens. Chickens do not kill humans. Why should
humans kill them?

60. Simone Preuss
61. Steve Falcioni
62. Carolyn Evans Go vegan

63.
Glennis
McGregor

We don't need to enslave and hurt these intelligent feeling animals for any reason. We
have enough delicious plant food. We have enough plant protein.

64. Ben Knoxville
65. Jenny Agius

66. Jennifer Segail

Keeping chickens in a small filthy space to breed them for human consumption is cruel
and unhygienic. They die frightened and in fear, and full of disease. They are force fed
and live an unnatural short life, fattened up to get a better price for their flesh. We have
to be more mindful and caring. Surely there are better choices than these. Why is ok to
do this to animals that cant speak for themselves?

67. Fiona Courtis
68. Nadine Wache
69. Maggie Rose
70. Sue Chillingworth
71. Hannah Bay

72. Rowena Coulsby
We no longer require the consumption of animal meat in order to survive, so animals
should no longer be farmed for human consumption but be allowed to enjoy a life living
freely as originally intended. Please stop farming poultry and other birds.

73. Gayle Buttrose
Ban the wholesale cruelty of poultry for human consumption - in other words, ban
battery cages, and all other forms of animal (including poultry) exploitation.

74. Thomas Wheeler

75.
Jonathan
Doherty

76. Deborah Turner
77. Deb Sibson

78.
Elieanna
Nastoulis

79. Denise Kelly Immediate permanent liberation from suffering for ALL beings...

80. Bev Pope
If they make a business out of them then provide them with the basic requirements to
lead a happy life!

81. Joanna King Please compassion over cruelty
82. Melissa Murphy no animal wants to die. Welfare conditions are abominable

83. Rhonda Berg
Australia prides itself on high welfare standards yet allows the cruel confinement of
millions of chickens-this is not humane & needs to end-other countries have banned
caged eggs-why is Australia not doing the same??????-BAN CAGED EGGS!!!!

84. Jussey Verco

Humans don't need to eat chickens nor their eggs in order to lead a healthy lifestyle.
Given the incredible cruelty which chickens undergo, whether for egg or meat
production, it would be ethical and appropriate to totally stop the farming of these birds.
There are also considerable amounts of resources required to farm chickens (water,
feed, transportation, etc.) which could go instead towards the farming of vegetables,
legumes, crops, fruits, etc., which could feed many more people and have less impact
on the environment. Thankyou, Vegan Australia, for putting forward this submission to
advocate for a kinder and more ethical world. J. Verco

85. Carly Fiddler
86. Sue Moran

87. Annette Deering
It's time to end this horrendous treatment of sentient beings. I demand an end to
chicken farming.
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88. Jan Palmer STOP THE BARBARISM
89. Shanna Lykles

90. Jackie Wolf

We can live beautiful happy healthy lives without the exploitation and torture of
chickens. Fortunately the alternative plant based foods that promote health and well
being are the same foods that conserve resources to better feed the world, while
reducing green house gas emissions and protecting the environment.

91. Elizabeth Hoad
92. Kate Rozentals This needs to end. That is all.
93. Susan Jenkins
94. Patrick Manning Free the chickens

95. Chris de Jonge

Animals bred to produce more eggs than their small bodies can handle. Kept in in
abhorrent conditions, whether labelled caged, cage-free, or free-range. Killed when
they can no longer 'do the job'. All males killed shortly after birth (gassed, suffocated or
minced alive) because they are not born egg-laying machines.

96. Liz Dealey
97. Karin Lister
98. Taylor Duncan
99. Tim Cameron

100. Cathy Archer
101. Brian Mendis
102. Chris Riley
103. Ian Glasby
104. Eleanor Pike
105. Anne Shackman
106. Debbie Watkins
107. Linda Ashworth
108. Kias Henry Please stop breeding and torturing these sentient being's
109. Alicia Toner
110. Jodie Oliver

111.
Alcy Dechandt
Filho

If people will not give up consuming animals, then please, help giving them living
conditions that allow them to live happily, naturally, in accordance to their species
needs and without any suffering. We must have empathy for their suffering beyond
economics. We must help them. Thanks

112. Pb Chung Animals have equal lives as humans. Pls help them
113. Christine Farmer
114. Vrinda Nayar
115. Joanne Tarbuck Please stop this cruelty it's barbaric.
116. Greg Altenhof Do the right thing and stop this cruelty.

117.
Bronwyn
Gallagher

118. Janelle Jeal
119. Lynne Hestdal cruel and barbaric, this has to stop

120. Paige Tarbuck
This is a cruel industry please help to stop these poor defenceless birds, they're
suffering.

121. Tony` Maslen
Chicken (Poultry) Industry Submission. In response to the draft standards for poultry, I
note that: Chickens kept captive in cages or sheds (broiler and egg layer) experience a
great deal of suffering due to extreme confinement, overcrowding and no access to
fresh air and sunshine. There is also no opportunity for chickens to engage in normal
behaviour such as foraging, dust bathing, nest building, raising young and scratching in
the ground. In intensive ‘farms’ disease is only prevented by the use of antibiotics. The
birds have their beaks sliced off with no pain relief. Broiler chickens are genetic freaks
with huge bodies and a skeleton often not developed enough to support their body
weight. They suffer greatly from painful leg and hip problems plus burns from the
ammonia in the faeces that they end up wading through. The birds who can’t walk die
slowly in the accumulated filth because they are unable to get to food and water. Hens
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122.
Kathleen
McLaren

in battery cages suffer from constantly standing on wire, have no room to move or even
flap their wings and cannot escape from aggression of their cage-mates. At about 6
weeks old broilers are caught and bundled into crates to be transported to slaughter. A
catcher may carry the chickens by one leg and up to five birds in one hand at a time.
Careful handling is impossible as catchers must handle 300-500 birds per hour. Many
of the birds already have fractures and dislocations and this process adds significantly
to their pain. The “free-range” system, because of a lack of production and labelling
standards in Australia, doesn’t mean animals are treated any better than those in
factory-farms. Chickens from all farming systems end up at the slaughterhouse where
the process is so fast and constant that there are always a number of birds who go
through the stunning to slaughter process fully conscious thereby experiencing a slow,
traumatic and painful death. Humans can live happy and healthy lives without
consuming the products of the poultry industry (or any other animal industry). No matter
what farming system is used to raise chickens and other birds, whether caged, barn or
"free range", they all suffer and they all die in a slaughterhouse at a fraction of their
natural lifespan. All of the options under consideration in this review assume that the
breeding, raising and killing of poultry will continue indefinitely in Australia. I propose
that another option be included, one to phase out the farming of chickens and other
birds. This proposal is based on the science of animal sentience and nutritional
science. No regulation of animal farming can ensure the wellbeing of animals who do
not want to die. Yours Sincerely, Kathleen McLaren

123. Cathie Tanaka

124.
Benjamin
Clement-Churn

125. David D

126. Blake Illfield

"As long as Man continues to be the ruthless destroyer of lower living beings, he will
never know health or peace. For as long as men massacre animals, they will kill each
other. Indeed, he who sows the seed of murder and pain cannot reap joy and love." -
Pythagoras (570–495 BC) 2500 years later and we're still savages in the eyes of
Pythagoras. Let's create a utopia here on earth, not death and despair, greed and
gluttony, environmental destruction and disrespect.

127.
Rochelle
Whitfield

128. Pam Ison
Chickens are individuals with the same emotions as your cat or dog. We don't need to
eat them, just as we don't eat cats or dogs.

129. Amber Anderson

130. Graeme Webb
Animal farming should stop. We don't need animal products to survive. It costs less to
farm fruit and vegetables and uses far less water resources. The world needs to wake
up to these cruel and unsustainable practices.

131. Kiara Casey
132. Nicola Lee
133. Zerin Knight
134. Brittany Miller
135. Nicki Nolan This is deplorable!
136. Jade Taylor
137. Lauren Fraser

138. Carolyn Ienna
If one can live without harming any sentient beings and live eating only plants why
wouldn't you

139. Shaz Emmerson
140. Judy de Groot
141. Ajax McKerral

142. Louise Behan
There is nothing nice about any type of chicken or egg farming. Even if we gave chooks
better living conditions, the male chicks would still be a waste product, just like male
calves in the dairy industry.

143. Ryan Petersen VEGANISM is the CURE!!!
144. Kelly Palmer
145. Lauren Gibbs
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146. Julie Mauger147. Michelle Kline

148. Rebecca Grech

149. Pietro Dieni
It is unhuman to treat these birds this way. They feel, fear and love just the same as
you. please help stamp out these farmers that have no remorse or respect for any living
thing.

150. Pirkko Rogers
151. Vivi Goean
152. Helen Stolfo
153. Jen Cresp
154. Erin Hill

155.
Andrea
Verstegen

156. Alison Gallienne

157.
Angela Van der
Kroft

158. Sheida Badiee
159. David Mackertich
160. Karin Adams
161. Sarah Mitchell
162. Pat Sol
163. Rosemary Lavin
164. Cindy Klinger

165. Lawrence Walker
This is just wrong, so so wrong. What these poor creatures go thru is absolutely
barbaric, and that includes transportation.

166.
Samantha
Thomson

167. Hiba Mehanna Disgusting . Must end now!
168. Abbi Bryant
169. Mervan Yavuz
170. Michelle Carroll
171. Tony Ridler

172.
Catherine
Ehrenburg

173. Junior Mubashar
174. Peter McFarlane

175. Stella Bartlett
The cruel caging of chickens needs to stop. Hens need to express natural behaviors
such as scratching and dust batheing. Please support the banning of caging living
birds.

176. Kathy Divine
177. Donna Morrison

178. Brooke Chandler
We want chickens out of farming. F*** your cages and sheds. Stop farming beautiful
innocent chickens. Stop the cruelty! Stop the killing. F***your factory farming. Kind
regards, Brooke Chandler

179. Julie Ferrara
180. Phil Jones

181. Elizabeth Mloen
We don't need to eat chickens or their eggs, why make the poor creatures human
prisoners

182. Laila El Ayadi
183. Kylie Honeyman Horrendous conditions these poor creature have to suffer - it must stop.
184. Jen Bayne Thank you
185. Emma Courto
186. April Fegredo

187.
Nathalie van
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Egmond188. J Tuttle

189. Carolyn Cohen
190. Brigitte Le Fey A barbaric, unnecessary industry that needs to come to an end.
191. Penny Rowe
192. Mark Gales
193. Rebecca Dunne
194. Jessica Pattinson

195.
Kramer
Thompson

196. Kathy Russell

197. Susan Sorensen
Stop animal exploitation and stop farming animals because it is not necessary for
human survival.

198. Saori Kawasaki
199. Leanne Green

200. Susan Woodbury
There is not one species of animal that we do not abuse for our entertainment, clothing,
food, beauty, health, transport and industry . We should be ashamed

201. Lucinda Smyth
202. Michelle Mann
203. Charmen Rose It’s criminal to treat living beings like that
204. Loeuil Regine
205. Zoe Lawrence
206. Lefki Pavlidis

207.
Olivia Yde-
Andersen

208. Andrea Lord
209. Wendy Viccars
210. Maja Kresic
211. Darrin Zietsch
212. Carol Slater
213. Jenny Fairless
214. Cam van Santen
215. Mere Teleni
216. Constance Neal

217.
Donna Jayne
Snelling

218. Hayley Martin
219. Donovan Smith
220. Courtney Davey

221.
Ruwani
Ekanayake

222. Alexandria Hall

To Animal Health Australia I am responding to the draft Standards for poultry, I note
that whatever farming system is used, free range, barn or caged, it all results in the fact
that these sentient beings suffer, and then suffer some more through the slaughtering
process.These beings are so very young, the whole system is so ethically wrong.All of
the options under consideration in this review assume that the breeding, raising and
killing of poultry will continue indefinitely in Australia. I propose that another option be
included, one to phase out the farming of chickens and other birds. This proposal is
based on the science of animal sentience and nutritional science. No regulation of
animal farming can ensure the well being of animals who do not want to die. For all
animals

223. Rhonda

australia prides itself on high animal welfare standards-yet the government continually
ignores the suffering of millions of factory farmed animals-literally turning a blind eye -
as a vegan i respect the lives of living beings & expect Australia to live up to its name of
a nation of animal lovers not abusers!!!
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224. Rin Dwyer
225. Peter Logan
226. Langdon Rodda
227. Ali Cook
228. Andrew Hough

229. Renata Halpin
We don't need eggs, chickens, meat, cows body parts, pigs, sheep, lambs, wool, the
milk of another species...NOTHING. We can live happy healthy lives without any animal
body parts or their products. Be kind, leave them all alone, because you can.

230. Erin Cavanagh
231. Kath Faulkner It’s cruel.
232. Nina Herbert
233. Kieren Watkins

234. Laurel Joy
Because no animal deserves to be chased, caught, caged, chained, confined, killed or
culled for human sport, entertainment, food, clothing, testing, convenience or profit.
Born into the world with equal soul rights as humans. We share this planet, not own it!

235. Charlotte Lim

The scientific gymnastics that have been engineered into poultry animals is cruel,
unjust and utterly disgusting that wouldn't be condoned if it was inflicted on humans. It's
time to step up and ban poultry farms, for the animals, people's wellbeing and the
environment.

236.
Amanda
Richman

237. Linda Leary
238. Susan Hodges
239. Rebecka Lee
240. Nikki Matthews
241. Naomi Adams

242.
Roberta
Celebrano

243. Claire Harvey
244. John Sinclair
245. Carol Macdonald

246.
Susan
Kachaniwsky

247. Karen Bevis
248. Noreen Davern
249. Aubrey Odell
250. Hannah Ryles
251. Nat Eiser
252. Judith Honan
253. Vanessa Stanley
254. Wendy Doyle
255. Jessica Lun
256. Ana Cinkotski
257. Sara Owen

258. Francine Horne
It’s disgusting that Australia are breeding, slaughtering and eating billions of chickens
every year. Humans can lead healthy lives without consuming chicken flesh. I want to
poultry farming to cease.

259. Steven Lewanski

260. Debbie Howell
It's time for humans to evolve and stop exploiting animals. Go vegan. It's easy, healthy
and no one has to suffer.

261. Lyndel Arnett
262. Janis Millu
263. Amy Gurr

264.
Elizabeth
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Sutherland265. Jennifer Evans
266. Denise Roberts Stop it!! Just stop it!

267. Maslova Ramirez

268.
Jenny
McCracken

For all animals.

269. Heike Steyer
270. Ailsa Wilson
271. Jennifer Simpson

272. Reem Lascelles

We need to look at scientific evidence of human health degradation while eating animal
products. We need to look at cruelty in farming and acknowledge that there will never
be humane killing or farming sentient beings. Animals are known as property and
objects in the law and are not protected

273. Cindy Jacobs
274. Megan Ferguson
275. Jesse Kushnir
276. Angela Young The world is moving forward and this has to happen. It’s nearly too late.
277. Diane Applin
278. Isabella Houston
279. Kat Hall

280. David Hearne

Having seen both caged and free-range set-ups, I can assure you that both are hideous
and the hens are subjected to a dreadful life. Science and nutrition tell us we don't need
to eat chickens. Now, it is for taste alone. Their precious lives for a mouthful of
pleasure. We need to be better than this.

281. Nicola Barwick Please try hard to end this
282. Kate Wilkinson 100%

283.
Desmond
Bellamy

Australians overwhelmingly oppose unnecessary cruelty to animals, yet hundreds of
millions of chickens endure appalling conditions and terrifying deaths for the sake of
providing meat and eggs which are unnecessary and, evidence shows, actually harmful
to human health. Let's look at closing down this industry in total.

284.
Frances
Hingston

285. Chris Willard

286.
Konstantinos
Tanainis

287. Laura Pereira
288. Hannah Bullock

289. Geoff O'Brien

I have lived without Eggs and meat in my diet for over 5 years and have never felt
better. In light of the health and well-being benefits, let's not ignore the half billion
chickens slaughtered in Australia every year to produce eggs and meat which we DO
NOT NEED. Therefore that makes the farming of chickens unnecessary cruelty and it
needs to end.

290. Jenny Overton

291. Ian Hudson
I'm writing an email about my experience with chickens as a child in agriculture as well
as the pleasures of sharing my life with chickens as equals in my care. Thank you for
instigating this accumulation for the national inquiry.

292.
Harley
McDonald-
Eckersall

We are better than this.

293. Gia Soupos
The barbaric practice of poultry farming must be banned. Male chicks are macerated by
the millions annualy. Chickens at age seven weeks are boiled alive after having lived in
filthy sheds. It is cruel and does not belong in a civilised society!!

294.
Melissa
Longhurst

Please end this cruelty.

295. Natasha Moore
296. Connor Shugg END POULTRY FARMING
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297. Connie Rizza

298.
Konstantia
Bobotis

299. Dawn Bausch

300.
Melanie
Nordberg

301. Abdullah Azhar
302. Louise Pfeiffer
303. Yaz Kelly
304. Ash Fenton
305. April Meddick
306. Tegan Palin
307. Ben Tehan
308. Annie Campbell
309. Thomas Hoyer

310.
Teya Brooks
Pribac

311. Michaela Bilik
312. Tanya Pankhurst
313. Linda Willcox
314. Jessica Dean
315. Chu Ronnie
316. Leanne Allan

317. Diana Palmer

It is heart-breaking seeing those enormous trucks crammed full of the poor chooks, off
to a horrendous slaughter after suffering every day through a short, revoltingly cruel life.
The consumer is to blame, with their careless and disgusting demand for meat, the
farmer sacrificing welfare for profit and the industry and government for being inhumane
and corrupt. How low this society has gone, treating beautiful animals as objects. No
wonder there is so much depression among us.

318. Revekka Soti Abolition or nothing
319. Madeleine Scerri
320. Nick Gog
321. Jennifer Beatty

322. Cynthia Collett

To Animal Health Australia, Please end the raising of poultry and other birds for human
consumption. Humans do not need to consume the products of the poultry industry (or
any other animal industry) in order to live healthy lives. Which ever farming method is
used' whether caged, barn or "free range", the birds endure terrible suffering
throughout the process up to and including their violent deaths. All of the options under
consideration in this review assume that the breeding, raising and killing of poultry will
continue indefinitely in Australia. Please aim to phase out the farming of chickens and
other birds, where there is sentience and feeling, there is the basic right to live, with out
pain and suffering. No amount of regulation in the business of animal farming can
ensure the wellbeing of animals who do not want to die. I say business as the animals
raised are purely commodities to be bought and sold, with out consideration for their
being. For all animals. Cynthia Collett.

323. Tracey Tims
Human beings are not carnivores or omnivores. You are unnecessarily harming
innocent sentient being for human taste buds and it is totally cruel and barbaric.

324. Justine de Jonge
325. Kris Konski

326. Linda Balcom
We lived very well before these chicken farm factories popped up some years ago ! We
had good meals without meat of any kind !

327. Jeanette Newton This abhorrant unhealthy industry must be stopped...
328. Hayley Gleeson
329. Hamish Bancroft
330. Kym Wilke
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331. Zoe Comer
332. Mira Savva Please end all poultry farming for good
333. Susan Grounds
334. Hannah Mitchell

335. Victoria Cullen
336. Eloiza Martinez
337. Debra Wing It's cruel and disgusting how chickens are raised and killed in factory farming
338. Madeleine David
339. Lesley Shaw

340. Sierra Laidman

The best option for chickens and humans is to stop farming chickens. Farming animals
causes harm to animals, and the environment, and consuming them is detrimental to
human health (animal proteins and fats contribute to heart disease, Type 2 diabetes,
and many forms of cancer, among other diseases). Humans don't need to consume
animals, and are in fact much healthier consuming a varied plant-based diet. The only
logical solution is to phase out chicken and all animal farming. We need to transform
our agricultural practices to create a sustainable, healthy, and compassionate world for
all.

341. Wendy Deighton

342.
Christina
Hocking

343. Jenni McDonald
344. Avalon Sperring
345. Carol Hughes
346. Loma Simpson
347. Suzanne Smith This should be illegal

348. El Seek

Chicken tastes like nothing and has easily replicable nutrition (minus the bad bits,
animal suffering and environmental ruin). Why wouldn't you support
http://www.greenfarmfood.com/products-western.htm# the red bag 'western fried
chicken taste'..it is insanely good (cut 'wings' in half and cook on your sandwich
press..can order through Vincent vegetarian, footscray.)

349. Cassie Hardy
350. Kevin Toun
351. Lucy Pilon Please stop this madness
352. Zoe Simmons
353. Paul Galea

354. Clare Quinn
Chickens don't deserve to be in there cages they deserve to be out scratching in the
grass

355. Ruth Parramore

The farming of chickens - whether for eggs or for meat, is one of most cruel of all
farming practices. Whether it’s the heinous killing of male chicks, the disgusting
selective breeding of egg laying chickens or the cruelty perpetrated on broiler chickens,
turkeys and ducks, how can any of this be justified? I have been in a chicken
slaughterhouse and it is barbaric. How can any of this be legal? And the way it is
hidden from the general community is a travesty. Stop this now.

356. Sam Brown

357.
Caroline
Newsham

358. Jenny Packer
359. Jacki Jacka It's not farming, it's a chicken Industry and it's inhumane. It's animals cruelty.
360. Erin Sandford
361. Natalija Kresic

362.
Marlene
Hargreaves

363. I J
364. Loretta Smith END THIS EVIL cruelty and abuse
365. Danielle Lintern
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366. Aleesha Lindsaar
367. Lisa Bilson
368. Aletta de Wit Please put an end to this suffering. You will feel a lot better yourself.

369. Angela Coonan
listen and ACT. The public are sick of industries ignoring customers demands. No more
caged farming, it is disgusting....

370. Linda Aitken

371. Alana Platt
We are fed propaganda while millions of precious lives are stolen in the most horrific
ways.

372. Kim Lousada
373. Sabeena Nathan
374. Michele Lilley
375. Renata Egan Barbaric and unhealthy practice for all concerned.. but especially the Chickens.

376. Jason Glasson
I was going to write my own submission, but the submission via veganaustralia says it
all and better than I could say it alone - I agree wholeheartedly with what I have just put
my name to. Yours sincerely, Jason Glasson.

377.
Kendall Benton-
Collins

378. Juliet Kelly
379. Diane Schmidt
380. Carlton Cardozo
381. Fran Kolpack

382. Judith Gatland
Please encourage householders (as of old times) to keep hens for laying within their
property if they wish to eat eggs!

383. Karina Haldane

384. Elizabeth Walker
This disgusting act of cruelity needs to stop it's out of hand. Those poor birds live the
lousy lifes caged up,treated with no kindness and thrown around before they are killed
in the most disgraceful way.

385.
Pamela
Rutherford

386. Caron Taplin
387. Sharon Munt I demand the end of chicken farming
388. Dan Munt
389. Terry Sturgeon
390. Emma Bowen
391. Melanie Irving
392. Erin Hext Battery farms need to stop
393. Margo Sweeney
394. Emily Cox
395. Grace Sinclair please end poultry farming
396. Nicole Beaskey

397.
Cendranata
Ongkowijoyo

398. Tracey Wells
399. Jo Bale
400. Phil Jackson
401. Evelyn Mitas
402. Rob Shaw
403. Riannon Spehr
404. Donna Wild
405. Rachel Woodrow
406. Kristine Edwards
407. Kirsty Pawson
408. Heidi May
409. Bridget Hartland
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410. Jo-Anne Bird
411. Ash Laurendet
412. David McKay If we could live happy, healthy lives without harming others, why wouldn't we?
413. Raili Kannel

414. Gabrielle Reiter
415. Chris Choi
416. Tracy Nolan

417. Rob Dexter

To Animal Health Australia, In response to the draft standards for poultry, I note that:
Humans can live long, happy and healthy lives without consuming the products of the
poultry industry (or any other animal industry). No matter what farming "system" is used
to raise chickens and other birds, whether caged, barn or "free range", they all suffer
and they all die in a slaughterhouse at a fraction of their natural lifespan. All of the
options under consideration in this review assume that the breeding, raising and killing
of poultry will continue indefinitely in Australia. I propose that another option be
included, one to phase out the farming of chickens and other birds. This proposal is
based on the science of animal sentience and nutritional science. No regulation of
animal farming can ensure the wellbeing of animals who do not want to die. For all
animals.

418. George Orr
419. Janine Horry
420. Tara Grossman
421. Vanessa Taylor
422. Gillian Johnson
423. Kathy Hussey
424. Karen Street

425. Nellie Beverley
Anyone with a heart/empathy knows that this is completely wrong. Appallimg conditions
for these precious sentient beings

426. Jeanne Williams
427. Jude Arsenault
428. Kit Darko
429. Sharon Tupper
430. Lisa Larsen
431. Sharon Nelson Peace begins in our plates.
432. Shayne Cooper
433. India Jackson It’s just so needless, unethical and wrong
434. Catherine Wright
435. Bill Westerman

436.
Hailee
Egglestone

437. Lauren Walsh
438. Anita Valher

439.
Rae-lee
Diamond

Limiting the options is not a democratic way to gain community input to any welfare
issues. Cages are where criminals belong, but they are treated like kings compared to
the millions of intelligent & innocent chickens living through daily hell and trauma in
their stinking cramped world!

440. Sassica Bartlett Animals deserve better. xxxx

441.
Ximena Suarez
Lopez

442. Robyn Wilcock Will never support this cruelty so never buy these eggs !!

443.
Donna
Winterbottom

444. Laura Warland
No animals deserves to be bred, raised and slaughtered. It is cruel, unnecessary and
terrible for he health or people and the planet. Please choose kindness

445. Inna Shveibish
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446. Susie Lovett Stop this cruelty!

447. Jo Butterfield
It's shameful that this cruelty is still legal when people have been standing up against it
for many years. More progressive countries have outlawed such disgraceful treatment
of birds & other animals. Jo Butterfield

448. Suzan Egan

449. Debbie Kidney
How these birds are raised and fed is also harmful to human consumption. Put an end
to inhumane and unnatural forced farming of all animals such as these.

450.
Diana Owens
Kwasny

HOW MANY DO YOU DISCARD WASTE AND DONT CARE

451. Kate Goodoil
452. Debra Giles
453. Colleen Elliot
454. Vera Usenko
455. Amina El Ayadi
456. Janine Stahr
457. Debra Kirk

458.
Melinda
Drummond

459. Joanne Webb

STOP Breeding Chickens for Food - the production of eggs & chicken meat is CRUEL
Please stop breeding birds for a life of exploitation, pain, discomfort and slaughter. The
natural life-span of hens, originating from the Amazon, is 12-15 years. However, birds
bred into the food industry are genetically modified to lay eggs daily which ribs their
body of nutrients and leads to early death from the strain on their bodies or from
slaughter at 18 months, when their bodies can no longer produce eggs. Likewise,
broiler chickens bred for meat are genetically modified to grow from chick to larger than
adult-size within 35 days and then are brutally slaughtered. Broilers suffer from
retardation, pain, morbid obesity and lack of mobility, so their short lives are
extraordinarily cruel. It's time to STOP breeding birds for human consumption. A plant-
based diet is a more sustainable, healthy and kinder alternative.

460. Tracey Weller

461. Karen Burchall

The only sustainable future is one where humans shift to a plant based diet. Our
ecosystem can no longer continue to absorb the pollution and degradation caused by
animal farming and the farming of crops to feed animals to feed humans. We must stop
before it's too late.

462.
Bharat
Balasubramanian

To Animal Health Australia, In response to the draft standards for poultry, I note that:
Humans can live happy and healthy lives without consuming the products of the poultry
industry (or any other animal industry). No matter what farming "system" is used to
raise chickens and other birds, whether caged, barn or "free range", they all suffer and
they all die in a slaughterhouse at a fraction of their natural lifespan. All of the options
under consideration in this review assume that the breeding, raising and killing of
poultry will continue indefinitely in Australia. I propose that another option be included,
one to phase out the farming of chickens and other birds. This proposal is based on the
science of animal sentience and nutritional science. No regulation of animal farming
can ensure the wellbeing of animals who do not want to die. Please also consider that
all required nutrients to ensure a healthy life can be sourced from plants. Slaughtering
animals for food therefore cannot be justified as a means of survival of human species.
For all animals.

463.
Summer
Crombie

464. Lynda Magann
465. Michelle Knoll
466. Ann Robertson
467. Sue George

468. Maxine Cameron
Please, please stop the suffering of these chickens and birds. Please ensure their
safety. No .regulation of animal farming can can do this when a lot loving is what they
want.

469. Rosalie Allan
It's time to put an end to our cruelty to creatures unable to help themselves. Only then
will their suffering be over and we will be of greater human spirit. Make this happen...
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470. Leanne Penola
471. Linda McNamara
472. Carmen Thelen
473. Alex Savage
474. Shannon McKay

475. Georgia Perrett

476. Celia Lancaster

We don't need to eat anymore. Meat production has a massive carbon footprint, the
crops grown for animal feed could feed the entire world (no more famine!), Animals
shouldn't have to suffer like this for our taste buds. It's ignorant to think we need to
consume these animals. They are terrible for our health. There are many healthier
protein plant options. Please end it now!

477. Vikki Addicott

478.
Christine
Henderson

You couldn't harm or eat your children's pet, I know you wouldn't. It is the same for
farmed animals.

479.
Linda Mira-
Bateman

480. Peter Cartledge Please let’s be kind
481. Rebecca Easton
482. Caitlin Blair
483. Deborah Volk

484.
Oleksiy
Dobrodum

485. Michael Dumont
486. Matilde Ravizza
487. Michael Dumont

488.
Robbie R
Sanyasi

If you say you love animals then you should stop eating them and stop cruelty by taking
them out of those cages thanks

489. Jeffrey Masson

490.
Lucy
Beardsmore

491.
Mariliz Fonseca
Prange

492. Ros Stiles
493. Nadia Schilling
494. Roumina Parsa
495. April
496. Jean Ingman
497. Tanya Lowley

498. Maureen Beatty
We don't just want chickens out of cages, we want chickens out of farming. Absolutely
no need whatsoever in this day and age to be eating any animal or any animal product.

499. Karon Courto

500.
Marguerite
Cordell

Time to stop this senseless cruelty. battery cage farmers are wrong wrong wrong.
Chickens need to free range and then there will less deaths and disease. And no need
for antibiotics. Let them be free and live a healthy life and not be exploited by cruel
humans who can only see the $. Silly thing is they might even make more money in
raising them humanely. Time to change the way chickens are viewed. They are sentient
beautiful creatures that deserve better. You haven't lived if you've never shared a life
with a chicken.

501. Jared McLean

502. Denise Bryant
No matter what farming "system" is used to raise chickens and other birds, whether
caged, barn or "free range", they all suffer and they all die in a slaughterhouse at a
fraction of their natural lifespan.

503. Lara Fisk
504. Keely Dumont
505. Anne Smith
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506. Chris Mellor

TOTALLY UNACCEPTABLE. I AM DISGUSTED BY THE SUFFERING & CRUELTY
INFLICTED ON THESE POOR BIRDS, ALL FOR THE SAKE OF MAN'S GREED!
NEW ZEALAND HAS FINALLY GOT IT RIGHT . ALL ANIMALS ARE SENTIENT
BEINGS.

507. Nikki Alberts
508. Craig Waters Stop the cruelty to chickens.

509. Apoorv Joshi
510. Victoria Hill
511. Yvonne Jarrad
512. Karen Twemlow

513.
Jennifer
Holdsworth

514. Edward Heine Stop these barbaric practices ASAP!
515. Elaine Royle
516. Jason Grossman
517. Karin Hickman
518. Tim Starkey
519. Inger Visby
520. Grant Campbell
521. Melissa Sellies
522. Claire Welch

523.
Amber
Simeonidis

524. Alan Neilsen
525. Bob H End selective compassion , go vegan

526. David Horton
Cruelty to animals goes hand in hand with the use and eating of animal products.
Humans are not to be trusted around animals because they are always willing to exploit
them if they want something from them. All animal farming should stop.

527. Rebecca Egan

Humans can live happy and healthy lives without consuming the products of the poultry
industry (or any other animal industry). No matter what farming "system" is used to
raise chickens and other birds, whether caged, barn or "free range", they all suffer and
they all die in a slaughterhouse at a fraction of their natural lifespan. We need to get
with the times and except what cruelty we are doing to these beautiful sentient beings.

528.
Leigh
Cinquegrana

529.
Anita
Ahmadizadeh

530. Anja Konietzny

531.
Gordon
Lehmann

532. Ian Mawbey Just end the cruelty
533. Kj Mercer
534. Amanda Spink time to end this mass cruelty and suffering, please!
535. Sue Moran
536. Amy Johnson
537. Tori McDonald
538. Natasha Yacoub

539.
Rosemarie
Bindon

540. Sarah O'Brien

541.
Richard
Stutchbury

542. Kim Nanscawen

543.
Gwenda PLEASE GIVE THESE GENTLE CREATURES A RIGHT TO A LIFE OF FREEDOM &
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Windrum HAPPINESS544. Krysia Ritchie
545. Juliette Toyle
546. Steph Hall
547. Susan Jefford
548. Stuart Payne
549. Ruby Duncan
550. Graeme Naismith Humans really should be above this sort of behaviour. Haven't we evolved past this?

551.
Pamela
Rutherford

552. Bec Mazzone
553. Maria Paris
554. Elena Vito When a responsive being suffer I suffer as well...what about you?

555. Lynda Staker
Cruelty to animals should be outlawed in a civilized society. After 2,000 years, it is time
for man to become civilized.

556. Paul Arguile
557. Thomas Azimi
558. Ann Borg
559. Margaret Byron
560. Devaraj Pillay
561. Alphonse Roex
562. Alana Dunlop
563. Loukas Mitsou
564. Curtis Triemstra
565. Susie Hearder
566. Michelle Ryan
567. Ronnie Dicomo Time for a change. Let Australia be the leader in compassion.
568. Kerrie Davis
569. Yadira Gelvez

570.
Christine
Ansorge

571. Julie Grant

572. David Finney

To Animal Health Australia, In response to the draft standards for poultry, I would like to
say that we all can live happy and healthy lives without consuming the products of the
poultry industry (or any other animal industry). I know this as I ate meat and poultry for
40 years before going vegetarian. (I am now Vegan). No matter what farming "system"
is used to raise chickens and other birds, whether caged, barn or "free range", they all
suffer and they all die in a slaughterhouse at a fraction of their natural lifespan. I
propose that another option be included: to phase out the farming of chickens and other
birds. This proposal is based on the science of animal sentience and nutritional
science. No regulation of animal farming can ensure the wellbeing of animals who do
not want to die. David Finney for all animals.

573. Rosemary Weber

574. Ashley Stoddart
Please consider the phasing out of poultry farming as an option. It is time humans
stood up and looked beyond oir selfish desires in order for other creatures in this earth
to live harmoniously.

575. Tiah Egan
576. Julie Tatton
577. Trudy Miles
578. Alice Tornaros
579. David Thompson
580. Judith Kasputtis
581. Manni Manirath
582. Emily Foster

Yogesh
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583. Alperovitch
584. Michele Hayter
585. David Patterson
586. Jeanne Williams
587. Wendy Dowling
588. Jennifer Griffin

589. Sarah Gunn
590. Penny Everson I want an end to checked farming!
591. Lynette Schuldt
592. Kate Nolan Animals have feelings too.
593. Gary Slater
594. Kerrie Brown

595. Marcia Katz

I have lived 40 years as a vegan and 58 with no meat whatsoever. We humans can live
perfectly fine without breeding animals to be exploited and killed. Because humans can
live vegan, they should. Leave these poor birds alone, stop breeding them to be
tortured.

596. Patrice Dege
597. Carolina Nielsen
598. Bender Lomov

599. Susie Baranski
This movement is snowballing at a very fast pace and their is no going back. Needless
murder and barbaric cruelty is coming to an end.

600. Coralie Rossi
601. Lisa Tucker
602. Meagan Miller
603. Olivia Craig

604.
B.Ashley
Cornwell

605.
Shravan Kumar
Goorah

I am a citizen of Mauritius. The occurrences of viruses in animals and the persistent
natural calamities are divine signs for all of us to immediately stop killing of all animals.
If all of us becomes vegetarian or vegan, then there shall be some light on how to
become fruitarians (that is, eating fruits only) as the next step to subsequently stop
killing of plants as well.

606.
Ivona
Semenkova

607. Sandra Nixon

608.
Bitel Elvy Asta
Backman

609. Dawn Green
610. Edwina Ewart

611. Rajan Naidu

If you can reduce your carbon footprint, please do so.
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10584-014-1169-1 #Meatless #Vegan
#CarbonFootprint #ClimateChange #Extinctions #HumanSurvival
https://www.facebook.com/Avaaz/videos/10155662659518884/

612. Jo Grant

613. Paul Mahony
The exploitation and abuse of gentle sentient beings is a disgrace. It's time for
humanity to wake up to the horror of what we're doing, and transition to abundant,
healthy and cruelty-free vegan choices.

614. Gillian Armstead
615. Toni Vandyke

616.
Tanisha de
Villiers

617. Sally-Ann Kyatt
618. Brian Moxham
619. Linda Shore
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620. Val Maurer621. Nicole Burns
622. Leah Folloni
623. Natalie Watson
624. Sarah Pierce
625. Gabriela Thiecke
626. Terry Frewin

627. Toree Alison

628.
Ramona
Jesudhason

629. Moses Diana
630. Emma Polanske No one deserves to be locked in a barn or cage without seeing daylight!
631. Rob Dyer
632. Margaret Wilson
633. Candace Telfer
634. Eve Wetherell End this cruelty permanently
635. Sonia Evans
636. Donna Brittan

637. Cindy Pilkington
The horrific cruelty in animal agriculture is well documented. Why is this even still a
question of should it continue or not? It’s a Holocaust of massive scale.

638. Lisa Burton
639. Jodi Najdova

640. RIta Costa
End this madness now please. Australia has woken up to the cruelties and no one
wants this dirty industry. I think the future is vegan which will be great.

641. Lisa Bourne Please stop this - animals have feelings too!!
642. Madhu Arora
643. Christine Banks
644. Maree Jones

645.
Nemesia
Shafaati

646. Kate Cowley
647. Katie Batty
648. Debra Belloff
649. Tammy Bevis Please put an end to this barbaric cruelty. Thank you.
650. Anna Kulaga

651.
Maureen
Butterfield

652. Shaina
653. Vivien Kubulan
654. Amy Davidson
655. Caitey B
656. Carolyn Lee
657. Rebecca Yit
658. Rod Mitchell Please give rights to LIFE to all the beautiful creatures on our planet
659. Peter Maclean
660. J R
661. Sharon Riendeau
662. Valerie Sommers
663. Tara Brennan

664.
Michelle
Espinoza

665. Sam Ryan

666.
Lena
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Sammueller
667.

Margaret
Stevens

668.
Lorraine
Beddington

669.
Tiziana La
Mendola

670. Marion Pledger

671. J G
672. Jan Horsfield
673. Emma Dowler
674. Naomi Layne
675. Katie Risstrom
676. Daniel Joyce
677. Heather Finch
678. Lucy O'Brien
679. Elisabeth Rubie
680. Alison Major End all animal agriculture

681.
Audrey
Thompson

682. Cristy Sanderson
683. Andrew Shee
684. Lucinda Lum
685. Zoe Hudson
686. Ange Reus
687. Sandra Kraus
688. Leanne Johnston

689.
Susan
Middelhuis

This cruelty must stop.

690. Sierra Sefont
This needs to be stopped this is not humane no Animal should spend there lives in a
cage

691.
Andreas
Jaedicke

692.
Alexandria
Scoffell

693. Karla Enoka

Every animal is deserving of respect and love and to live a full and meaningful life. We
can change this hideous practice. The appalling short and miserable life these animals
are forced to live for the sake of human taste buds is just so unnecessary! Whatever
crap these animals are forced to take to enhance growth etc is going into your body as
well when you choose to eat meat

694. Tom Cowley

695. Lyndal Orme
Even chickens have intelligence and are sentient beings who deserve to be treated
with love and respect.

696. Denise Bayraktar Stop animal cruelty!
697. Marieka Mysko
698. David Gorman
699. Johanna Tunks
700. Ben Lyman
701. Jen Jen
702. Marrianne Cross
703. Pablo Valdez
704. Wendy Morrison
705. Ryan Snape
706. Georgia Zinke
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707. Marlene Flaton
708. Dee Enright

709. Jackie Gray
Please put an end to factory farming it's barbaric and inhuman. I very aware of the
plight of these poor creatures and I feel that it is just not right to treat animals in this
way. Please find some compassion and stop this evil trade now. Thank you

710.
Jordan von
Eitzen

711. Janine Jackson

To Animal Health Australia, In response to the draft standards for poultry, I note that:
Humans can live happy and healthy lives without consuming the products of the poultry
industry (or any other animal industry). No matter what farming "system" is used to
raise chickens and other birds, whether caged, barn or "free range", they all suffer and
they all die in a slaughterhouse at a fraction of their natural lifespan. All of the options
under consideration in this review assume that the breeding, raising and killing of
poultry will continue indefinitely in Australia. I propose that another option be included,
one to phase out the farming of chickens and other birds. This proposal is based on the
science of animal sentience and nutritional science. No regulation of animal farming
can ensure the wellbeing of animals who do not want to die.

712. Paul Kleinpau
Current chicken farming is morally wrong. Buying factory farmed chicken is just as
morally wrong.

713. Jackie De Jonge
714. Kim Matousek
715. Sophia Stergiou
716. Joan Ord This is a concentration camp for Birds, and must be stopped NOW!
717. Amy Macdonald
718. Rosie Coventry Cruelty is out, Compassion is in. Change in this industry needs to happen NOW!
719. Jaclyn Rossi

720.
Dominique
Cravero

"if we could live happy and healthy lives with out harming others, why wouldn't we?"

721. Denise Walsh
722. Ashlee Cooper
723. Hai Lever
724. Rosemary Plumb
725. Polly Livanidis
726. Stephen Hall
727. Sara Aursand
728. Kim Ives
729. Anne Pugh There is no place for bird farming in our country.

730.
Linda
Cunningham

731. Tim Norton
732. Brigid Egan
733. Angie Lee
734. Don McComb
735. Jessica Vera
736. Alex Souris

737.
Alexandre
Borella

738. Glenys Mackay
This barbaric way of animal farming has to stop ‘ with poultry and other farmed animals

stand up for them’ they need a voice from us ��� �
739. Nicki Beaumont
740. Sylvia Ziejewski

741.
Bernadette
Farrar

742.
Nathalie
Larocque
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743. Britt McCaig744. Sarah Ohara
745. Jo Smith
746. Sara Mcknight
747. Ellen Callaghan

748.
Jessica
Mermillon

749. Cori Isbister
750. Grace Tebble

751. Lauren Mcknight
752. Sayeh Salehi
753. Katie Fletcher

754. Tamar Vogel
Future generations will look back in horror at how animals were treated. Be on the right
side of history.

755. Olga Roster
756. Yanay Nicotra Great cause!!
757. Hayley Williams
758. Jasmine Shaw
759. Fernando Ribeiro
760. Kathleen Exell

761. Iain Packer

Many studies have demonstrated what many of us already know, that non-human
animals have emotions, personality and the ability to feel pain, fear and stress. (Anyone
who has ever 'owned' a pet, should be able to testify to this). The sentience of non-
human animals should have huge implications for animal welfare but it doesn't.
Whether or not the law recognises non-human animals as being sentient, they will still
feel afraid, fail to cope or suffer pain during transport and slaughter, as well as in
everyday situations. It is difficult to reduce the fear and stress endured by non-human
animals going to slaughter, or being used in sport, entertainment or as companions.
However, it is likely to be even more difficult if the law does not recognise non-human
animals as sentient beings, to whose welfare we should pay full regard.

762. Stella Enright
763. Sophie O

764.
Justine Sara
Smith

765. Trina Millard
766. Ashlee Matthews That's horrible. Let the hens free!!
767. Bindi Follington
768. Demi Isaacs
769. Deborah Sell
770. Robyn Chuter
771. Angela Fyfe
772. Michele Cronin
773. Rosario Triulcio

774.
Renee de la
Motte

775. Nicola Barnes
776. Natalie Frkovic
777. Melanie Andrews
778. Linda Czelusta
779. Dayana Brooke
780. Caroline Tointon
781. Marie Du Toit
782. Ofelia Guizzon
783. David Norris End poultry farming
784. Chris Bishop
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785. Elja Schalks
786. Erica Vernon Go vegan and stop this animal torture and death.
787. Samia Boctor Animals deserve absolute protection today and tomorrow
788. Brent Johannes Justice before profit
789. Glenda Presutti
790. Ruth Skorj r skorj
791. Diana Musca
792. Kamilla Borzeta

793. Michelle Gravolin

794.
Katarina
Milinkovic

795. Carol Frye
796. Leigh Hornsby
797. Thomas Biggs

798. Dwayne Robbie

The true measure of any society.... is how that society treats those that they have
power over. This society is failing miserably and causing an atrocious amount of
suffering. Let's become a better society, one that puts empathy and compassion before
profits. Isn't it time to evolve beyond our barbaric, sadistic system?

799. Lisa Magoga
800. Julie Tran
801. Chad Brooks
802. Sonja Ristevski
803. Jamie Payne
804. Queene Ostria
805. Anna Nock
806. Zoe Daly
807. Sharon Scull
808. Jyoti Dambiec
809. Iris Krosse

810. Kim Reid
The practices of breeding, raising and slaughtering these birds are horrific and can
never be humane. More work should be put into phasing out such barbaric practices.

811. Kaz Newman
812. Marilyn Orr
813. Marie Miller
814. Joanne Lautheir All animals 'feel' and this is simply cruel :(
815. Karen Kelly

816.
Caroline Manna
Jameson

817.
Krystal-lee
Guymer

818. Gina Rubiano
819. Jen Ireland
820. Olivia Foti
821. Sandra Downing
822. Laura Kociancic
823. Sarah Dallera
824. Nitsan Simantov
825. Bella Jones
826. Frank Williamson
827. Tanya Fitzpatrick
828. Kate O'Connor Animals are not ours

829.
Hannah
Hambleton
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830. Claire Bridgman
831. Teri-Kay Kelly

832.
Jessica Harrison-
Coombs

833. Daniel Lingard
834. Sarah F

835.
Rhiannon
Fontana

836. Tom Poulos

837.
Christopher
Franco

838. Dan Rex
Stop farming, abusing and killing of animals . For this petition the slaughter of poultry.
We can get protein from beans and plantsand we certainly do not need eggs in our diet.
Thank you

839.
Amanda
Fredericks

840. Kat Wang
841. Lauren Clarke

842.
Michelle
Johnston

Demand the end of chicken farming! Make a submission to the inquiry into the poultry
industry now. It's easy!

843. Francine Smith
There is nothing humane about killing animals or other species for food. We can do
better than slaughtering other species! This needs to end now.

844. Rochelle Dunk
845. Shay Nash
846. Amy Peters
847. Kim Baker
848. Samantha Wright
849. Chrissy Shina
850. Mark Weathers
851. Janine Willing
852. Karin Nelson There has to be an option of ending the exploitation and killing of animals.
853. Lawry Bredhauer
854. Mandy Hall
855. Zsana Mcnally
856. Ben Clarke To support chicken farming is to support animal cruelty.

857.
Michaela
McClement

Stop killing the birdies

858. Tristan Kemp Go Vegan
859. Tahni Schaefer
860. Claire Pond
861. Carole Faulkner
862. Kara Densby
863. Lisa Foo
864. Viera Caro
865. Mary Dokos
866. Pj O’Hare
867. Emma Gore End it!!!
868. Eva Dixon
869. Jordynne Kniese
870. Tiffany Smith
871. Michelle Watkin
872. Lisa Doyle
873. Ellaria Di Fabio
874. Clare O’Sullivan
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875.
Katrina van
Someren

876. Charlie Monteith

877.
Amanda
Mankowska

Birds love to roam and fly and humans love to live long and healthy lives. The only way
these two things can co-exist is if humans stop eating birds all together and stop
breeding them and killing them and let them fly and roam free. It's really that simple

878. Sharon Franks Just barbaric
879. Sandra Klein

880.
Sophie
Mohringer

881. Matthew Sipple
882. Kim Eldret
883. Theresa Schwark
884. Emma Cooney

885. Margaret Murray
Human greed and their demand for living creatures to be used for their own
convenience in such large quantities has reached shocking heights. Kill more, faster
and cheaper is a disgusting and inhumane attitude. Stop the cruelty.

886. Larissa Martin
887. Naomi Connor
888. Anthea Kekich

889.
Graeme
McElligott

890. Sarah Murphy
891. Maya Gibson
892. Chris
893. Miranda Sherlock
894. Patricia Verhoef There is no humane to kill...Period.
895. Lyndal Kavanagh
896. Leanne Lane
897. Gillian Dent
898. Gracie Carbone
899. Joshua Hilford
900. Electra Kottas

901.
Vladislav
Timofeev

902. Charlotte Lim

903.
Thumeshan
Govender

904. Rae Hammond
905. Sharin Braybrook

906.
Clarinda
Delamare

907. Catherine Smith Catherine Kelaher
908. Rhe C
909. Eve Nguyen
910. Julie Young End poultry farming immediately !!! This is such a cruel disgraceful industry !!
911. Karen Bradley
912. Leah K Phase out this nonsense.
913. Nan Borsht should be charged with cruelty to animals
914. Emily Wheeler
915. Leonnie Baker
916. Felicity Bloom
917. Danny Scrivano
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918. Justine McKee919. Lee Hawkins

920. Susan Buckland

As a super fit and supremely healthy vegan of 26 years (I am now 60 years old) I can
attest to the fact that humans do not need to consume any animal or any animal
'products' of any kind. I have also rescued chickens from the truly vile chicken industry -
they are all in such appallingly bad health when they are rescued, and they blossom
once they have space to stretch, sun on their backs and dirt to dust bathe in and
enough food to eat and a vet to tend to their injuries and illnesses. Chickens should be
able to live their normal and natural lives, not the disgustingly cruel and abusive lives
they are forced to lead by chicken farmers.

921. Ben Sherlock
922. Kate Brown
923. Sammie Dwyer
924. Oana Barrett
925. Carol Slater
926. Amy Hitchcock

927.
Frankie
Quacinella

This is abhorrent behaviour and needs to be stopped.. our future as humans depends
on civility and this does not support advancement or evolution of the human race. Just
shows how stupid most humans are... I don’t want to support this behaviour ... I want to
evolve ...

928.
Brittany
Tomlinson

929. Gillian Booth
930. Silva Mirovics
931. Amy Little
932. Sarah Smith Stop factory farming. It is time to reflect on the wrongs of the past and end them now.
933. Andrea Joseph
934. Janine Brown
935. Indigo Kuss
936. Bernadett Kery
937. Frances Neill

938.
Jessica
Harrington

939. Carol Gover
940. Mandy Vella
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	End poultry farming!

